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mTRODUCTION*

Only once before in this nation, since its foundiiig, has the

question of land use been raised with quite the same stress on

the public interest as xre are novr hearing. That was during the

1920 's and 1930 's. In fact, most current topics in "National

Grarth and Land Use Policy" - "submarginal areas," failing family

farms, nexj forms of human settlement, as well sB a hundred and one

other lively subjects - are a heritage of that period.

Although the New Deal phase of the first land use movement is

still reasonably familiar, not so well-knam, perhaps, are its

origins in the previoiis decade. The continuing movement for a

national land use policy took much of its original impetus from

the agricultural recession which folloired the first V/orld V/ar.

Agriculture receding left behind a vast neir public domain consis-

ting of much more than abandoned farms . The true natxire and extent

of that domain was aptly indicated by II. L. I'ilson in 1937 when he

declared that "society has an interest in the privately owned

farm, forest and grazing lands which is at least equal to the

interest of the owner himself."

In the bullish times prior to Versailles, American agricultxire

had seriously overreached itself. Between 1910 and 1920 crop land

had increased by 55,000,000 acres (8- p. 113). Inflated wartime

prices had lured grain culture deep onto the Great Plains.

* This paper and its supporting bibliography is an account of
certain pnr.ses of the pre-New Deal land use movement. It also
constitutes one segment of a developing studj?- of the landmarks
of land use thought in the United States. In preparing the paper
many sources were consulted, including some unpublished ones.
I am especially indebted to Mr. Elmer Starch, for makint, certain
personal docuinents available and aiding rae to \inderstand aspects
of Wilson's role in the earlj' land use movement. Should, any
errors of fact or interpretation be found in this essay, they are
my own.
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Here and there a xirarning voice was raised against over-expansion.

By and large^ there was remarkably little concern about what might

happen when European battle fields returned to production. As

late as 1919, the Secretary of Agriculture spoke confidently of

the future and "viewed the land problem from the standpoint of

our capacity to expand still further the acreage tilled" (1-

p. 298).

For X'jartiine agriculture the morning after began in 1920. In

that year, with surpluses piling up, agricultural prices started

their long decline. Compared with 1913, the farm dollar in May of

1920 was worth 89 cents j two years later it was down to 63 cents,

a loss in purchasing poiirer which set the farmers to demanding a

larger share of the national income (7- p. 20). Not surprisingly,

"equity for agriculture" became the theme of the National

Agricultural Conference convened by President Harding to consider

ways and means of meeting the economic crisis.

The 1922 conference anticipated nearly every theme of

subsequent agricultural policy (1- p. 301). It raised the

curtain on a decade of debate concerning the best way to improve

the farmer's position in the total economy. Without reference to

the terms of that debate the land policy which ultimately emerged

is scarcely intelligible. On the one side were those who proposed

to raise farm income through s\indry marketing, credit and tariff

schemes . This faction placed its faith on the speedy recovery of

European purchasing potrer. A corollary of their position was the

maintenance or even the expansion of agricultural production. On

the other side were those who favored more radical schemes of
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agricultural adjustment. Rather than holding and storing the

surplus product until prices improved, they were, so to speak, for

holding and storing the land and the people ijho produced the

surplus product.

The debate continued throughout the 1520 's and into the early

1930 's before it iras resolved. The leaders of the first groiq) were

the "agrarian pros " for whom agricultural parity was the number one

goal. Its most aggressive spokesman was George Peek, later first

chief of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. Qa the other

side was a ne\T breed of agricultural scientist and land eccncmist

rising to power on the crest of the depression. Some of these men

had been trained at the University of Wisconsin where the conserva-

tionist Charles Van Hise was president and where the land eccnonists

Benjamin Hibbard and Richard T . Ely taught the prliiacy of the

public interest in land use. "The farm intellectuals," as

Arthur Schlessinger, Jr. has called them, owed their opportionity

in the first instance to their usefulness in the cause of

agricultural parity. li/hile the labor unions could strike and

management could trim its production to demand, the farmer was

totally at the mercy of the market. His only apparent recourse

was the guidance of men skilled in forecasting and interpreting

economic conditions (17- p. li) . To this end Secretary of

Agriculture Henry C. V/allace in 1922 created the Bureau of

Agricultural Economics in the Department of Agriculture and

staffed it with leading colleagues and former students of Ely.

Henry C. Taylor was its first chief and Leifis C. Gray, first headed

up the Division of Land Economics within the new agency.
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The Bureau's charge was to "inquire into every econoraic

condition wMch has an influence upon either production or price".

Investigations were to be imdertaken "with a viei-i to encouraging

a wholes one system of land tenure, land resources and utilization,

land settlement and colonization" (16- p. 17). Addressing the

National Conference, Ely himself had called for a national land

policy whose scope he defined as "the regulation for the present

and future of all those natioral resources which we include under

the term 'land'." The land economist envisioned social control

of the land with respect to acquisition, ownership and conservation

and "also xrith respect to human relations arising out of use and

amership" (8- pp. 112, II6)

.

The formidable Peek and his cohorts fought hard, but the tide

of world events was against them. As the 1920 's x-irore on, all

signs portended not a temporary recession, but rather a long-

term reduction in the demand for Merican farm products . These

included chanj^es in dietary habits, the groirTing use of synthetic

fibres, the emergence of United States as a creditor nation, and

the world-wide trend toi'jard economic nationalism.

The eventual turn to production control was a pivotal event

in the history of American land policy. Adjusting production to

reduced demand meant land use changes. Implicitly, it meant the

retirement and reemployment of surplus farms and surplus farmers

.

Thereby, it afforded numerous points of entry for social concerns

which transcended the issue of agricultural parity. After 1922,

the "agricultural problem" was discussed increasingly in terms of

the rationalization of agriculture. IJithin the limits of so brief

an essay no more can be attempted than the identification of seme

of the major vectors of this complex movement. In every phase.
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tiro concepts - marginality and balance - were of central importance.

That is, it uas altrays a matter of finding the bovmdaries or the

balance point between different qualities of land as well as

differing interests in the land. The follov/ing indicates the

scope of the movement.

Rationalizing agriculture meant, first of all, the delimiting

of the external boundaries of the industry, an undertaking pract-

ically identical with the rationalizing of iiinerican society itself.

Specifically, it meant imposing restraints on agricultural expansion,

such as prudential restraints in the interest of higher income.

The main goal here was the protection of established farmers from

competition through the suppression of Federal reclamation projects

in the West. In the Lake States, protecting established agriculture

took the form of eliminating submarginal farming enterprises through

land classification and riiral zoning. Ethical constraints carried

fonrard fran Theodore Roosevelt's time were re-applied to agricultural

land, namely the conservationist ethic of sharing scarce soil and

forest with future users, as well as the preservationist ethic of

sharing the earth with non-human users. At the same time, certain

cultural restraints appeared and began to make headway. For the

first time the work ethic was challenged and recreation was accorded

recognition as a vjorthy human activity in its mm right and a

legitimate land use. Even the limits of agriculture as a node of

life became apparent. Both developments orred much to the depressed

state of agriculture, for recreation and urban industry offered

alternative employment opportunities to "submarginal" farms and

farmers. The latter concern in particular stimulated high interest

in the urban-rural fringe as a social and economic frontier and not

Just as a vague zone at the edge of cities.
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Raticnalization also signified the internal reorganization of

agriculture in the interest of greater industrial efficiency. The

critical concepts here uere: (a) the specialized agricultural

regioni (b) the scientific family farmj and (c) the domestic

allotment plan. All of these were intimately related and will be

discussed in greater detail in the following narrative accoiint.

THE HATIQNALIZATIOM OF AGRICULTURE

The rationalization of agriculture^, in the first instance,

required a readjustment between agriculture as a whole and other

industries. As Ely had stated "there must be a proper proportion

between agricultural production and the production of other goods

and services" (8- p. 117). In land use terms, the basic question

was: "I'Jhere should agriculture leave off and other land uses

begin?" No one put this question more insistently, nor strove

more consistently to ansi-jer it than Lewis C, Gray. A former

student of Ely at the University of IJisconsin, Gray had served in

a number of academic posts before assuming headship of the

Division of Economics in 1919 (U- p. 21), three years before it

was incorporated into the nenlj created Bureau of Agricultural

Economics. Gra3'-'s vievrs on the extensive boundary of agriculture

first found general publication in the Agricultural Yearbook of

1923.

Like all innovators. Gray sought precedents for his proposals.

In his report he presented agricultural readjustment as the second

phase of the conservation movement begun by Gifford Pinchot and

others under Theodore Roosevelt. The premises of the first phase,

that certain lands, primarily forests, were affected vrith the public

interest, was notj to be extended to crop and pasture land.
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Gray and his fellovr ccmmitteemen, first attacked the question

of the limits of agriculture from the standpoint of a required

balance between present and future resource users. Using rough

population projections and estimates of future requirements for

forest, pasture and crop lands, the:/ declared that the nation had

reached and passed the high-irater mark of land supply relative to

population about three decades earlier. Now, it was well into the

era of land scarcity, a condition temporarily obscured by the

depression and by the long-standing practice of extending crop-

land at the expense of forest reserves. With timber being cut at

a rate almost four times the annual rate of grarth, -•Americans

lived in "a fools paradise" of abundant resources. Consequently,

drastic reductions were required "in our rate of consumption of

timber, in our rate of grc\rth or both" (10- pp. U53-5)*

Having demonstrated to their own satisfaction the fact of

land scarcity, the canmittee proceeded to an inventory of its

causes. It noted the long-term tendency of American farmers to

increase their productivity by substituting land for labor, a

trend aggravated during the war by the manpor^er shortage. The

obvious remedy was more intensive farming practices, better cr<^

selection, crop rotation, pesticides, weed caitrol, fertilizers,

improved methods of land preparation and the use of higher yield

strains (10- pp. Ii63-I;65). As additional cropland would be

required to meet normal grcn-zth, reclaimed land frcm the cut-over

areas or semi-arid regions should siiffice. Certainly, there iras

no Justification for added acreage by large-scale irrigation or

drainage, except in cases "where the eccncray of reclamation could

be demonstrated \inequivocally" (10- p. 1^97),
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This finding set the stage for a direct attack on the xrestern

dam builders and their agent, the Bureau of Reclamation. The

"evil consequences" of its short-sighted policies of premature

colonization were plain for all to see. The lure of western

settlement was no longer the availability of high-quality virgin

land but rather the siren song of profiteers and local community

boosters leading the ignorant and unsuspecting on to their ruin.

As a result, not only were the plains streim with ruined farmers

and ruined land companies, but the prosperity of the established

farming industry itself was threatened. To "the sentimental

arg\3ment" that 'We need more farm homes," their unabashed reply

was, 'We do not need more farm homes than 'farms'." Nor was

large-scale subsidy the answer as sane advocates of agricultural

expansion proposed. For by encouraging profitless adventures,

govermient aid made subsidy "increasingly essential." "Thus, like

a drug addict, we must go on increasing the dose." (10- pp. 503-

Soh),

The finale of this landmark report was a call for a national

land use policy- to replace the sectional policy of the past.

Gray and his colleagues demanded; a directed system of national

agricultural expansion meaning the supplanting of the reclamation

system which favored the west by a system which considered the

specific land use capabilities of "all parts of the nationj " a

scientific land use classification to be conducted jointly by the

Federal government and the states j a program for the protection of

birds and other wild-life in forests and marshes j the creation of

grazing districts in the pastiire lands to be operated under a permit

systeraj and the recognition of the inter-relatedness of all

natural resource problems through the creation of a national
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administrative agency to secure unity and consistency of policy

and execution (10- pp. 505-506).

Most of these themes were reiterated throughout the decade to

the point of becoming cliches. Eight years later, in 1931, they

-jere virtually codified in a series of 18 reccmmendaticns by the

National Land Use Conference convened in Chicago by Secretary of

Agriculture, Arthur Hyde and attended by 300 experts. For axQrone

who believes that naticnal groirth and land use policy is a subject

broached the day before yesterday irith the Humphrey and Jackson

bills noir in Congress, those recommendations will be an eye-opener.

They included: the rehabilitation and public administraticn of

grazing lands; watershed protection j an economic inventory and

classification of all lands and soils ^ the decentralization of

population and industry; and the public retention or acquisition

of land for the purpose of achieving wild life protection, re-

forestation, soil conservation and local public land use eccnomies.

Gray was a leading figure in that conference, also. As it

adjourned he had the satisfaction of viitnessing the establishment

of a National Land Use Planning Committee, the predecessor of the

renowned National Resources Planning Board. But nothing that Tfas

said or occurred at that conference, or indeed subsequently, ever

exceeded the 1923 report in its reach (15).

DEFINBTG THE IIARGIN

Theoretically, the question of the extensive boundary of

agriculture was not a new one. One hundred years earlier, David

Ricardo had defined the agricultural margin as the point where

revenues from the cultivation of land equals the outlaj-s. labile

recognizing the Ricardiai* definition as a useful point of departure.

Gray rejected this break even point as a sufficient criteria for
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delimiting agi'icultural land use and sought to replace it with the

notion of a social margin. For even assuming that it xiras "a

reasonably correct interpretation of what occurs in practice

(and it is not), it does not (necessarily) coincide with the line

which, in the interest of public policy, should be draxm between

lands to be used for agriculture and lands to be used for other

purposes." To the Second International Conference of Agricultural

Economists assembled at Cornell University in 1930, Gray enumerated

the factors which explained the widespread uses of subraarginal land.

These included regional xmge and cost differentials, the influence

of speculation on land values, economic and psychological inertia,

the reluctance of people to break long-established social ties,

and the occurrence of mixed employment, whereby farmers derived a

portion of their incomes from other occupations, to x-rit, mining,

limbering and factory xTork. Wot least important was the existence

of "submarginal people," the elderly and the infirm, x-iho could

subsist more easily on submarginal land, by virtue of aid from

pensions, charity and relatives (20- pp. 263-261^).

Gray listed the steps required for the definition of the

social margin in local areas? An inventory of physical conditions,

both singly and in their interrelationships, such as soil type,

cover, rainfall, temperatxire and topography^ the mapping of

cultural features, viz., roads, railroads, population centers,

etc., a survey of current land uses "or related physical

conditions J " the division of the region into land types "representing

complexes of associated physical and cultural conditions! " historical

studies of the area with particular reference to the developing

trends in land development, technology, and the national and xjorld

econcmic outlook (20- pp. 267-269).
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Throughout the 1920 's, farm scientists, land economists and

government officials in various regions of the nation used

different measures in defining the social margin." Cn the Great

Plains, the criterion was the ability to i-jring an adequate living

from various qualities of arid soil using scientific farm manage-

ment techniques. In Appalachia (Nei-; York) farm abandonment was an

important criterion (2i;- pp. 603). On the basis of survey work

conducted at Cornell University by Professor G. F. Uarren and his

graduate assistants and later by Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt's

Agricultural Advisory Gommissicn, Nct; York state land i-zas divided

into five classes ranging fron land earmarked for public cimer-

ship and early reforestation to land rated for permanent retentiai

in agriculture. The latter class was to be developed as highly

and served as adequately as possible with good roads, schools,

recreation and health facilities (21- p. S3)

»

In the Lake States of Wisconsin and Michigan where northern

counties X'jere the victims of the lumber industry, the principal

criterion was tax delinquency (2li- p. 603). Michigan had entered

the Union with 35,000,000 acres of virgin forest. In I89O it led

the nation in the production of export Ivimber. By 1922, hci-rever,

its store of virgin timer was dam by nearly nine-tenths. Had

the farmer's plow "kept pace with the axe" much of the land might

have undergone an vineventful transition to agricultural use, but

any remaining hope in that direction was socn foreclosed by the

depression. The northern counties vrere in a state of arrested

development \rith the situation grouping worse yearly (27- p. 112).
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In the 1920 's land was still being cut faster than it could be

cleared. Consequently, the State of Michigan found itself the

\inwilling heir of increasing amounts of tax-delinquent acres, some

of which had been held by the oimers for forty years in the

expectation that their property would one day be part of the "great

dairy empire" of the Worth. The future of the northern counties

thus became a matter of serious concern to the wealthier, industrial-

ized southern communities of the state, which x-rere saddled with

financial burdens for the support of northern schools and roads

,

(19- pp. 516-517 and 25- p. 271).

Matters were complicated by the considerable disagreement that

existed concerning the true potential of the logged-over land

(19- p. 517). To resolve the question the Michigan Land Inventory

was inaugurated cooperatively in 1922 by the University of Michigan,

the College of Agriculture and the State Departments of Agriculture

and Conservation according to specifications vn^itten by the

geographer Carl 0. Sauer. The authors of this project ^^^e^e at

great pains to avoid the term land classification. Its chief

theorist, P. S. Lovejoy explained that "land inventory is one

thing, that classification and planning for use is another thing,

and that putting the plans into practice—the political science or

engineering of land utilization is still a third thing." This way

he distinguished between three functions all of which "are

necessary to achieve intelligent land utilization": l) the

inventor;^' proper which "should express no opinion, offer no advice

and make no plans "3 2) the land classification which is essentially

purposive and goes hand in hand with planning! 3) transforming the

plan "on the basis of the inventory and classification" into

actualities for political, as well as scientific reasons (22- pp.

166-167)

.
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Michigan concentrated on the inventory, collecting great

amounts of data on characteristics aa diverse as soil, cover,

timber type, hjxlrography, oimership, tax valuation, trade area,

etc.—presented in such a manner that the appropriate viae would be

readily "apparent to the open-minded and unprejudiced" (15- p. SlQ),

Writing in 1928, Lovejoy appeared satisfied that this "unclassified

'data' indicated with even greater precision than was hoped for,"

the boundary between supermarginal, marginal and submarginal land

(22- p. 170).

In Wisconsin, similar conditions prevailed, and the Dairy

State experimented with much the same objectives in mind "using

techniques patterned after the Michigan land economic siirvey"

(21;- pp. 601-602). On the other hand, Wisconsin sheared a greater

readiness to go beyond the inventory stage to the stage of actual

land classification and action. In 1929, a state law, the first

of its kind, was passed permitting county boards to "regulate,

restrict and determine the areas within which ar,ricult\ire, forestry

and recreation, the location of roads, schools and indvistries. ..."

At the same time the right of toi^ms to refuse to build roads for

unauthorized or realtered settlement was recognized (26- p. 278).

Although the intent of this legislation was to interdict the

use of submarginal land for agricultviral pxirposes and to divert

it to alternative uses such as forestry and recreation, the

implications for local community organization were monentous

.

For up to this point the practice of laying out toims to attract

settlers and building roads and schools to serve sparsely settled

areas had gone unchallenged. Now, armed \rith zoning pcurers, and
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with land surveys to guide them, county boards might lay out

schools, roads and even whole toims to fit conditions in the new

agricultural, forest and recreational districts (26- pp. 278-279).

The size and shape of such toT>!ns could be adjusted "to secure an

adequate tax base." Each community "would have a minimum of unused

land and therefore no tax delinquency worth noting (27- p« 117).

SPECIALIZED REGIONS

The concept of sub-marginality, however^ defined, implies

distinguishing among different qualities of land, i.e. it implies

land classification—a practice that goes against the American

grain. Classification suggests specialization and specialization

is antithetical to the cherished notion of wholeness and balance.

T^Jhen, at the turn of the century, Elxjood Mead contemplated the

future western region, the feature he held up as most praise-

worthy was its unspecialized character. Here there would be

"no one-sided development, no community exclusively devoted to the

production of corn or wheat or cotton, to manufacturing or commerce.

The farm, the stock ranch, the lumber camp, the mine, the factory,

the store are destined to grow up and to floiorish side by side,

each drawing support frcm and furnishing sustenance to the

other" (36- pp. 10-11).

In the 1920 's, however, the ideals of regional balance and

wholeness took a back seat to the more urgent theme of agricultural

recovery. Suddenly, all could agree that national land classification

was the key to a better future. Addressing the National Agricultural

Conference in 1922, Ely stressed this point. "No land policy," he

told the delegates, "is worthy of a manents consideration that is

not based on the classification of land. From the point of viet-7 of
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agriculture, it is imperative to classify land with a view to

determining what areas should be devoted to crops, to grazing, to

forests, since we must have distinct policies for each....

Insofar as we depart fran viise policies by putting one kind of

land into use which is appropriate for another .. .vxe bee one involved

in difficulties" (8- pp. lllj-115).

The specific attitudes toward land classification that

prevailed in this period and the regional concepts that derived

from them were an amalgam of conservationist thought and anti-

depression measures. In the development of these attitudes, or

perhaps one should say in their rationalization, soil science

played a prominent part. 'Making better use of the soils by using

them more in accordance with their adaptation and requirements...

is a means of improving agricultural efficiency..., >n:ote Hugh

Bennett, the reputed father of soil conservation (29- p. vi).

In 1929 David Weeks noted "the tendency for soils men to break

away...from the original objective of classifying soils en the

basis of their inherent physical characteristics and to inquire

further into their adaptation and use" (21;- pp. 597-598). Fran

observing that soil was a factor in use, it was but a short step

to the notion that soil type should determine use. J. G. Lipraan

was expressing the vie^'j of many soil scientists when he urged that

"systems of farming should be planned for each soil region" (35-

p. 16U).

Certain new attitudes in soil science were made to order for

the conservationists, especially the idea that the soil was not a

passive reservoir of plant nutrients, but "a dynamic natural body

in equilibrium \i±th its environmejit . " Conservationists were quick
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to relate this insight to the farmer's economic survival. Indeed,

"saving the land" was deemed essential to human survival itself.

"V^rhat is the purpose of conservation?," asked one contemporary

writer. "It is for man. Its purpose is to keep the resources of

the world in sufficient abundance so that we can have a happy,

fruitful life, free from suffering." And of all resources, soil was

the greatest, 'Taecause upon its products we depend for food and

clothing, the basic necessities of man" (3k- pp. 512-513).

In addition to specific antierosion measures applied at the

farm level, soil conservation required a general conformity of

land use to soil type, since it was the maladaptation of the land

on the broadest scale which constituted the greatest threat. The

favorite example was the Great Plains where "...land suitable for

grazing only (had been) plowed up in an attempt to use it as

arable land" (8- p. 115).

The limits of soil conservation as a sufficient organizing

principle for agriculture lay in the imperfect correspondence

between the farmer's (and mankind's) long-term and short-term

interest. For, "i^rhen the choice lies between an uncertain

future and a very real present, the latter usually wins out (33-

p. 18). More to the point, therefore, was the argument stressing

the advantages of soil conservation for raising present income.

By establishing each major crop upon its most favorable soil,

significant production economies might be achieved. But this

argument, too, was faulty since the farmer's income was determined

not by cost but by profit—^price in relation to cost. After all,

what had lured the settlers onto the Great Plains in the first
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instance was not the prospect of lew production costs but

favorable war-tlxne prices. Pertinent here also was the attenpt

in the 1920 's to introduce beet culture into the Midwest. The

experiment failed even though beets could be grcwn as cheaply as

corn, because the net ret\im from com was greater (32- pp. 121-

122).

Clearly, the farmer had to steer his craft in the narrcw limits

imposed by tiio environmental variables -that it, not only nature

but also the v;orld market. It was for this reason that the Bureau

of Agricultural Economics had inaugurated a series of yearly

forecasts to keep farmers apprised of world conditions of supply

and demand for particular crops. These "Outlook Reports," hoi-rever,

proved to be of limited value and were later criticized by

Howard R. Tolley who had taken the lead in developing them as

"vioefully lacking in information that will be he]4)ful in planning

production" (37- p. 165). The main difficulty iras that they

provided "a basis for making needed adjustments to agriculture

in the large" whereas what was needed were more refined forecasts

for local areas (7A- p. 231). To rectify this F. F. Elliott of

Bureau of Agricultural Economics was transferred to the Census

Bureau where he engaged in a monumental study of all the factors,

physical and economic bearing on the localization of agricultural

activity. Henceforth, an effort was made to collect and disseminate

economic data vjith respect to these local regions called "type-

of-farming-areas" (32).

Thus, vfithin the land use movement, there were ti'^o major

impulses tarard the regional ization of agriculture. The root of

one was the semi-religious belief that agricultural organization

ought to reflect the differentiated order of nature or more
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specifically, that land use should conform to soil type and

topography. The root of the other was the practical necessity of

adjusting domestic land use to world economic forces as reflected

in price.

Farm leaders x^rere not blind to the benefits in either course.

Adjusting land use to land type, conservation style, could aid the

cause of agricultiiral parity by economizing production. On the

other hand, recognizing and facilitating the division of arable

land into type -of-farming-areas conceived as discrete industries

based on comparative natural resources advantages, could help

eliminate inter-area competition, reduce surplus production and

thereby contribute to higher prices for each major farm commodity.

Actually the land use pattern resulting from the two approaches

was not so diverse as one might suppose. The IJheat Belt, the

Cotton Belt, the Corn Belt, etc., already were , to a considerable

extent, industries adapted to their best reso\irce bases. The

problems ijere primarily those of marginal adjustments—discarding

submarginal land, eliminating overlapping production, and, above

all, the suppression of the programs to create new land in the

west—hence the unremitting antagonism of established agriculture

to the Bureau of Reclamation and the irrigators.

Eventually, agricultural land use reorganization in the sense

of "planning with nature" and land use reorganization in the

interest of price maintenance were brought together in the single

concept of the specialized agricultural region as a permanent social,

political and economic entity. In 1933) this ideal was stated with

singular clarity to certain citizens of Minnesota b3'- M. L. IJilson.
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'To bring order out of chaos," he told them, "it will be neces a;./

to set up a type of national econonic research to study the

comparative advantage of different regions in certain lines of

farm production." Each region would have its specialty and each

would be "a little agricultural covintry in itself" with its cvm

planning board which xfould "v;ork out the land use classificaticn

in their territories " and suppl:/ farmers with data for adjusting

their operations and reducing their costs. At the summit there

should be a national planning board "continually at work on a

program for American agriculture" keeping production adjusted to

demand and insofar as possible controlling the destructive force?

of competition" (39- pp. Ii7-li8)

.

The first legislative steps in this direction had been taJc-.i

two years earlier X'/ith a bill introduced by Representative Victc/'

Cbristgau of Minnesota in 1930. Its intent was "to aid farmers nn

making regional adjustments in agricultural production, to assic"*-

in preventing imdesirable surpluses .. .thereby stabilizing farm

incomes." The bill would have authorized the Secretary of

Agriculture to establish regions "based primarily on similarity

of crop and livestock production." In each region the agricultural

experiment station...would be organized into research councils for

the purpose of conducting studies "to determine the relative

advantages, costs and returns of different crops and livestock...,

the best uses of land (for that region) and the best adjustment

of farm operations to these conditions " and to analyze and apprairs,

for purposes of adjustment, "present and prospective ccsnpetition In

different sections of the country and in other countries" (31).
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THE SCIE??TIFIC FMILY FAPM

The Christgau Bill never got out of committee, but even had it

become law it is doubtful that it could have accomplished what

its sponsors had hoped for. At the heart of the bill xras the

amiable notion that the farm problem could be solved through

efficient land use. l\fhen the real crunch came in 1929, this hope

proved to be totally unfounded.

In many of its particulars, the Christgau Bill was a

generalization of principles that had been worked out laboriously

on an experimental basis in one region of the country. Today, f.^a

recall the Fain-jay Farm Experiment and fet-jer still realize its

crucial importance for land use thought. In economic jargon,

the basic idea xras "the consolidation of small tracts, which are

submarginal as family units under present conditions into farms

which are still family far^s and can become super-marginal with

the introduction of new methods that give a larger output per

worker" (liU- p. 170).

Fairiiray Farms was the brainchild of H. C. Taylor, Chief of

the Bxoreau of Agricultural Economics and Milburn Lincoln Wilson,

promoter of the Domestic Allotment Plan and future chief of the

Subsistence Homestead Division of the P¥A. Indeed, his later

adventures into national land use planning were not unconnected

episodes in Wilson's career, but rather the logical outcone of

his Fain-Tay Farm experiment.

"M.L." was born on a half-section homestead in 1885. He

liked to stress his farm background, although he was far removed

from the stereotj'pe of the horney-handed son of the soil.
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Paul Johnstone has described him as a philosopher of agricultural

life, an iinraensely cultivated man who liked to gather about him

men of ideas. •it-

After graduating from lovra State College in 1907, Wilson went

homesteading first in Nebraska and then in Montana where he learned

at first hand the frustrations of farming in dry coimtry. In time

he became Montana's first county agent and the State's first

extension leader. At the age of 35 he took off to study econcnics

at the University of Wisconsin under John R. Common and Richard T.

Ely (UA- pp. 295-293). No doubt it was from these men that he absorbed

that institutionalism in his approach to farm problems for which

he was well-kncam. Believing that all the farmer's problems were

at heart cultural—a vjorld of thought out of tune with a world of

things—he saw them yielding only to a patient understanding and

treatment of their cultural causes . This cultural relativism and

his sense of history made H.L. almost a unique figure in a world

dominated by absolutists—agricultural scientists and planners all

seeking total ansviers now .

No place better exemplified a world of thought out of tune

with a world of things than Montana in the 1920 's, billed by the

State's promoters as "the last Great West." Montana had been

settled under the Homestead laws of 1862 by farmers from the

Midwest. The most intense settlement occurred between 1908 and

1919 at a time of unusually good weather conditions and favorable

prices. FollOTring the example of earlier settlers, they brought

with them their Missouri Valley agriculture—subsistence farming

and, as a hedge against price variations, a diversified crop base

^fJohnstone to author.
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of corn, oats J and barley. The system worked well enough while

the good Tireather and the high prices lasted but, after 1919* when

the market failed and a period of severe drought set in, large

numbers xrere forced to abandon their farms and flee the state.

The development in subsequent years of drought-resistant grain and

improved farm machinery were hardly sufficient in themselves to

re-coup the losses. In the early 1920's, the Montana picture xras

the ail-too-familiar one of a Midwestern farm sadly out of tune

with its serai-arid environment—over-developed community facilities,

large farm debts, abandoned farms, tax delinquency, rising

tenancy and the "revision of lands to public ownership" (li2- pp.

21-22).

The nub of the problem was the obvious fact that a given-

sized farm xiras less productive under arid than under humid

conditions (1^3- p. 12). Cn the 320 acres granted under the

Homestead lavTS, how could a farmer hope to produce enough to

compensate for declining price and at the same time provide the

automobile, the radio, and the education for his children which

TTere now becoming part of his minimum acceptable standard of

living \k3- p. 7-8)? The choice was cutting costs or cutting

his living standard. Recent advances in agronomy and in

agricultural engineering indicated the latter course. With the

same labor a tractor could now cover more acres, the harvester

could cut more grain, and the truck could get it to the railx:ay

faster ik3- p. 10). Thus the stage was set for the experiment

in scientific family farming whose outcome would affect not only

Montana but the x^hole nation.
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The Fain/ay Farm project grew out of a meeting of IJilson and

Taylor in Montana in 1923, when the BAE Chief was on a western

trip inspecting the damage caused by the recent agricultural

depression. He found there not only ruined farmers, but also mai^

distressed financial agencies, eager to unload their foreclosed

properties at the first opportunity. Naturally, they were as

receptive as the farmers to rehabilitation schemes . Recalling

his own experiments in tenant rehabilitation on two V/isconsin

farms , Taylor suggested a s imilar approach for Montana . Through

his good offices, application was made to the Laura SpelLnan

Memorial Foundation (one of whose board members was Richard Ely)

and a loan of one hundred thousand dollars was secured from

John D. Rockefeller, Jr. Uilson and Taylor viere also successful

in securing a supplementary grant frcsn Montana State College's

Parnell Fund as well as the technical assistance of the Montana

State College's Agricultural Experiment Station.*

Fain^ay Farms, Inc. of Montana was established in 192l| with

all pa/er vested in nine board members. They included, in addition

to Taylor, Uilson and Ely, Chester C. Davis, Commissioner of

Agriculture for Montana, Leon C. Marshall, head of the University

of Chicago's Department of Political Economy, I. H. Hamilton, an

economist of Montana State College, and several local financiers

and businessmen (Ijli- pp. I6O-I6I)

.

^Source: Elmer Starch documents.
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The questions to be answered by the Fairvjay Farms project

were as folloxrs:

1. How large a land unit is required for successful farming

on various types of Montana land?

2. TThat size farm can a family operate most efficiently?

3. I/hat loT'T cost production methods might be used to
offset Montana's climatic conditions and geographic
location?

li. IJhat type and how much equipment is needed for the most
economic operation of the farms?

5. TJhat ccmbination of land, labor and equipment promised
the greatest economy?

6. Hca-7 can each farm job be analyzed to determine the
efficiency with xfhich it is performed?

In human terms, the proposition to be tested was that with expert

management, a tenant family might "climb the agricultural ladder"

to farm camership (i;3- p. 17).

Eiglit farms were selected "in the hardest hit areas of the

state, "-Jt Later a ninth farm was added to represent "average

Montana conditions" {k3- p. 17). By 192$^ most of the units

were equipped and operating. Since the objective xms security

of tenure, the entire undertaking hinged on adequate financing

arrangements . Consequently, these were among the most innovative

features of the experiment. In most cases a tenant-pvirchaser

contracted for a whole farm, i.e. one fully stocked and equipped

and ready for production. Farm sizes xrere based on their

capabilities to support a family at an adequate standard of

living. Also variable were the annual amortization rates which

depended on the tenants yearly income.^ Thus, the tenant would

be able to survive years of crop failure owing to drought or other

misfortunes {hk- pp. I6U-I66) . These arrangements were considered to

be the fair iray of committing people to the land, hence the name

^Sources Starch dccumentr

,
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Fain-xay Farms .*

The Fain/ay Farms project has been called "o\ir first

definite American experiment in regional land use" (UA-p. 302).

More accurately, it was a cultural exploit in the form of a

scientific e;qperiment. It signified the persistence into the

Great Plains of the ilidvrestem political and social belief that

'Vrise land use" is land use not only for but by the people, that

is, by families .-JBs- It demonstrated the compatibility of family

farming with its supposed nemesis—mechanization. The progress

of the experiment was carefully vjatched not only locally but

from afar and not only from agricultviral areas but also from

the city.

Fairxiiay Farms shcnred that the semi-arid covintry could, through

scientific family-farm management, hold its own with any other

area as a iiheat producer as long as the economic envircnment vras

favorable . But it also proved just as conclusively, that even the

most stringent efficiencies were no match for the general depression

that soon enguKed the nation and V/ilson had the figures in his

pocket to prove it. "Costs cculd be brought in line with eighty-

cent wheat or even sixty-cent wheat, but when the local price went

dcim to thirty-cents (one day to less than twenty-cents) all of

the 1ot-i cost achievements went dctm the drain .^hhs- It was this

bitter fact that finally converted Wilson to VJ. J. Spillman's

Domestic Allotment plan, after the general crack, aixi made him,

along with John D. Black and Beardsley Ruml, one of its chief

propagandists. Black, in his book Agricultural Reform in the

x-Source: Starch paper.
•»*Starch to author.

•iHHfrStarch papers.
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United States ^ had devoted a whole chapter to Spillman's scheme

for production control through allotment of acreages as the only-

effective means of raising farm incomes. "Ililson drexir attention

to this chapter everj^'There. . .in speeches, in conversation, on the

phone, in letters or by whatever contact he could make...."* As

Henry Wallace wrote; 'Wilson did a good job of interesting many

important leaders and groups.... His presentation was brought to

Governor Roosevelt by Rex Tugwell, and in a campaign speech at

Topeka, Kansas in September 1932 the Democratic candidate

described the essentials of what later became the Agricultural

Adjustment Act" (l|A- p. 308).

IJilson never dropped the production region idea nor the idea

of adjusting land use to underlying resources. He simply added

them to other prescriptions for national recovery. In 1932, in

a radio broadcast entitled Land Utilization , he took his message

to the airtjaves. "The price of wheat," he told his audience,

"has dropped to its lowest point since the time of Queen Elizabeth."

Falling prices for his products and rising prices for what he must

buy were the upper and nether millstones crushing the life out

of the farmer. There x-ras only one way out but it called "for a

basic reversal of national land policy."

First there must be an ijnmediate repeal of the Homestead Act

as a "symbol of the official close of the epoch of free land and

limitless agricultural expansion." In its place let Congress

"pass a nev land-policy bill embodying national land-use planning,

federal-state land relationships, conservation of land resources

J^tarch papers.
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and adjustment of agricultural plant to national needs." Second,

"each state should classify its land, develop a state land-use

plan" and institute an action program.

Land classification would provide the basis for the third step,

the taking out of production of submarginal land defined as "land

which cannot pay taxes and yield a fair standard." Fourth, "land

taxes should be modified" and, where possible, local units of

government consolidated thus eliminating v;asteful duplication of

services

.

The fifth step was the Domestic Allotment Plan. Wilscn

declared that Jlmericans must choose between free trade and eccncmic

nationalism: "Good lands, as producers of surpluses, now are part

of the world economy, and the plans made for them will depend upcn

whether they are to continue as a part of the world -ec oncny or

whether they are to be regarded from the vieirpoint of a strictly

national economy." TJith the best land in the world, "their highly

mechanized farms, superior efficiency, and a high level of intelli-

gence," American farmers need not fear ccnpetiticn with any nation.

"But the farmers say 'No.' They want high tariffs; they insist

that Europe must pay her debts as farmers must pay theirs." Con-

sequently, the only course is land-use planning for the good lands

"so that production may be balanced with the market demands of

this nation."

Finally, for families displaced from submarginal land there

were to be planned canmunities combining small-farm agriculture

with jobs in decentralized industries— "maximum onployment" plus

"Jnaximum enjoyment." Here, Ifilson vras careful to note that
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subsister.ee farming was no threat to business agriculture since it

would not add to the surplus of staples produced on the good

lands (ii5) •

As a policy statement, Wilson's 1932 radio talk on land

utilization xjas a master-piece of compression—logically coherent

and yet speaking simultaneously to the most diverse interests—for

higher prices, employment, good land use, conservation, wild life

preservation and the rationalization of local government. In

less than fifteen minutes he had outlined a series of measures

destined to become the framex^rork of New Deal land use polios'-.

THE UBBA1>I-RURAL FRONTIER

The nei-T extensive boundary for agricultTire sought by Ely,

Gray, Taylor and Wilson included a new definition of the urban-

rural border.... The line between city and country, in their

minds at least, was much more than a geographical boundary. It

was a point of contact between conflicting modes of economic and

social life, posing questions as to the optimiim division of

income between farmers and industrial workers, the sharing of

natural and cultural resources, the distribution of political

power among different classes of the population and new forms of

human settlement.

None of these were neir issues in the 1920 's. From the

beginning Americans had conceived of their society as essentially

rural and Xirere deeply disturbed by the rise of the unruly city.

Above all, thejr had feared its presumed demoralizing effects on

national life—an attitude typified in Thomas Jefferson's early

viarning against the social and political dangers inherent in an

urban nation. "Ilhen we get piled up upon one another in large
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cities, as in Europe," he in?ote, "vre shall becone corrupt as in

Europe, and go to eating one another as they do there."*

The rise and spread of industrialism merely exacerbated the

farmer's anti-urbanism, especially his sense of unjust and sub-

jugation to the 'taoney porrers" of the urbanized East. In I896

William Jennings Bryan, the great populist leader, spoke for

millions of rural Americans in his famous cross of gold speech:

"...the great cities rest upon our broad and fertile plains.

Burn doTjn your cities and leave our farms and your cities will

spring up again as if by magic j but destroy our farms and grass

trill grcir in the streets of every city in America."

In 1908, President Theodore Roosevelt created a Country Life

Commission to staunch the fla\j of rural population cityward. For

while country-folk damned the city as morally inferior, yet they

envied its glitter. On the farms and villages men dreamed of

having the city's advantages without its dangers and discomforts.

The vision xjas confirmed in the findings of contemporary social

scientists. Sociologist Lester F. IJard discerned a two-fold

process which he described "as, on the one hand, the ruralizaticn

of city populations and on the other hand, the urbanization of

country populations . . .
. " "Both are due to the general fact that

rural conditions can only be appreciated through cultvire, while,

in the present state of society, culture can only be acquired at

the centers of population" (6- pp. kh-kS)

.

Indeed, the quest for a blending of urban and rural values

was canmon to all vrestern countries. One of the earliest and most

^<^Jritinf,s of Thcmas Jefferson . Washington, D.C.: Thcnas
Jefferson Memorial Association, 1903, Vol. II, pp. 228-230,
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comprehensive inquiries was by the Russian P. A. Kropotkin. In

1899, he had recalled that the "two sister arts of agriculttire

and industry were not always so estranged from one another as

they are now. There vras a time...when both were thoroughly

combinedi the villages x^rere then the seats of a variety of in-

dustries, and the artisans in the cities did not abandon agriculture

3

many toims vjere nothing else but industrial villages...." ICropotkin

believed that the industrial nations were "boimd to revert to

agriculture, .. .to find out the best means of combining it with

industry" and that they must do so without loss of time" (Sh-

pp. 2I4IJ 2U3).

A year before Kropotkin 's work appeared, Ebenezer Howard had

published Garden Cities of Tomorroi-T; A Peaceful Path to Real

Reform . As a joung man he had spent some time in Nebraska home-

steading x^here he encountered certain American theories of land

reform, notably those of Henry George, the apostle of the single

tax. Later, Hcijard returned to his native England inspired with

ideas of social reform. In practical terms this meant creating

a nevT form of human settlement. His Garden City was to be a

'Carriage" of the best in town and country combining seeming

qpposites—low rent Txith high wages, low prices with no sweat

shops, pure air and water xirith industry, beauty of nature with

ample social opportunity (52- p. ij.6)

.

Letchworth, the first English Garden City, was begun by

Hotjard and his associates in 1503 and X'xas f olla-jed in 1919 by

a second toi<m, Welx-iyn. The movement, hcvrever, xras sloxf in

catching on in the United States . Americans preferred to shore

up their sagging cities through zoning rather than to accept
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the outright loss of central land values implicit in the Garden

City idea. Hot that the idea iras entirely neglected. In the

1920 's, the architects Clarence Stein and Henry V?right, moiibers

of the Regional Planning Association of HeiT York (RPAA), were

devising near canmunity forms through the application of science and

technology (56). The outcome vras Sunnyside, Ne\-; York and

Radburn, Wctt Jersey, the latter America's first but unsuccessful

attempt at a Garden City or New Tovm. Radburn was planned to

foster community life and "to supply recreational facilities

adequate to the changing ratio betvreen work and leisure in modern

life" (56- p. 63). ilany of its features were later incorporated

into the Greenbelt toims built by the Resettlement Administration

in the 1930 's—the houses turned inward to form a superblock, the

separation of foot and motor traffic, the interior park.

It was no accident that Sunnyside, Radburn and Fairway Farms

were contemporary social and economic experiments . Ely, v;ho ^ras

a member of both the Fairway Farm board and the City Housing

Corporation of Mei^ York, the builder of Sunnj'-side, dxeii attention

to their relationship. He termed Sunnyside an "urban laboratory,"

a counterpart to Fain-xay Farms, the "rural laboratory." Just as

the aim of Fairway Farms was to give the rural family a leg up on

the agricultural ladder, so the purpose of Sunnyside was, through

scientific neighborhood planning, to give the \irban family of

moderate means a leg up on the ladder of home ownership (1^1)

.
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The "farm intellectuals" had their urban counterparts in

Lewis Jfumford and his colleagues of the KPAA (^6) . As popularizers

of the ideas of Howard and those of the Scottish bio-sociologist,

Patrick Geddes, these "city intellectuals" waged an unremitting

Xirar against the "dinosaur city" (as they called the metropolis).

To an expediential city planning, they opposed the ideal of

regional planning which "asks not hai-j much area can be brought

under the aegis of the metropolis, but how the population and

civic facilities can be distributed so as to promote a vivid

creative life throughout a regicn...." It aimed not simply

"at urbanizing the whole available countryside, it aims equally

at ruralizing the stony wastes of oiur- cities" (^8- p. l5l)»

The notion of decentralizing the city reached its logical

extreme in Ralph Borsodi. In a sense, Borscdi was the Marshall

McLuhan of his day, yielding nothing to that luminary in his bold

anticipations of the social and economic consequences of the age

of electricity. Borsodi held that the high cost of overhead and

distribution had tipped the balance between the advantages of

home production and centralized mass production in favor of the

former. Consequently, he amended Adam Smith's maxim as follows?

"The prudent master of a family should never attempt to buy what

will cost him less to make at home, or make at home what it will

cost him less to buy" (U7- p. 3). Upon these principles he found/^d

a "school for living" in Suffern, New York where the elements of

decentralized living were taught. Here, with the aid of efficient

domestic electric devices, the American family could regain the

self-sufficiency of its yeoman past—grow its oT-jn food, produce

clothing from its own looms, grind its own bread (61;- p. 8).
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Thus while other decentrists harped on the virtues of ccinmunity

in almost religious tones, Borsodi, by combining efficiency with

self-sufficiency, came closer to providing modem American life

with its secular ideal.

Bold as these speculations were, they scarcely spoke to the

most urgent needs of the day. They were, moreover, one-sided,

viewing the meeting of the city and country primarily through the

eyes of urban reformers . Even Gifford Pinchot contemplating the

humanizing possibilities of electric pCT-rer, stressed the urban

advantages of decentralization: "In a steam-driven civilization

the worker must go to the pcijer, but in an electrically-driven

civilization, the power will be delivered to the worker. Steam

makes slums. Electricity can replace them with garden cities" (59).

Uith the onset of the agricultural recession, a certain change

is discernible in the literature of decentralization. Relative to

the urban progressive note of a combination of "town and country

life," the theme of the mixed agricultural-industrial ccmmunity

grows stronger. Early in the 1920 's, Henry Ford had begun to

experiment with what he termed "village industries" by converting

an old mill on the River Rouge into a valve shop. Other ventures

of a similar nature folloired. Ford was proud of the contribution

of his decentralization progr?"i to rural welfare. 'VJe have not

dravm men from the farm, " he boasted, "ire have added industry to

farming." Nevertheless, Ford's reasons for decentralizing were

essentially urban and industrial. Perhaps they Were motivated as

inuch b3' the industrialisi 's need to escape the high costs of urban

congestion and unionism as by the desire to rescue unemployed

farmers" {h9- pp. lUO-lUl).
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The vietj frciti the rural side of the frontier was equally

self-interested. The two basic issues were "parity" for the

agricultural sector and the disposition of those superfluous, i.e.

"submarginal" lands and people necessary to achieve it. In an

article written for the Journal of Farm Economics ^ Henry C. Taylor

aired his views on these subjects and their import for urban-rural

relationships . He bitterly portrayed urban labor as standing

on the shoulders of the farmer. It was new apparent that traditional

national agricultural policy was contrary to the farmer's true

interest. Indeed, Uncle Sam had "come to view his farmers as the

farmer views his cows." Henceforth his (the farmer's) objective

would be not land ownership but income implying a decisive change

not only in urban-rural relationships but in national economic

policy as well. In the futxire, protective tariff legislation

must be enacted only after the most careful scrutiny of its impact

of farm welfare. A second case in point xras national settlement

policy. Agencies encouraging the holding of excess population

on the land must be replaced by agencies fostering and supervising

their orderly migration to the cities (61)

.

This was xiritten in July 1929. A few months later came the

crash writing finis to all talk of sending idle farmers to the ci"'.;,'.

In fact, for a brief time, in the early 1930 's, the historic flow

of population was reversed, the U.S. Census Bureau recording an

excess of out-migration over in-migration to the cities. Many

authorities applauded this back-to-the-farm trend in the belief

that urban industry could never again employ the jobless millions.

They counselled reduced consvimption and the resettlement

of surplus labor on rural homesteads where men might work part-tinis

in decentralized factories and do subsistence farming on the side.
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The farm leaders never ceased to plump for parity, but the

general depression forced them to ackno\rledge the existence of a

large underclass of subsistence farmers whose members vfere augmented

by the urban unemployed. Members in good standing of neither

agriculture nor urban industry, this class constituted the in-

habitants of what was an urban-rxiral fringe, in the social sense

as well as geographically and economically. For them, Frank 0.

Lovrden, ex-Governor of Illinois saw only one hope of escape.

Eventually, the farm might also be the factory. V.'ith "one foot

on the soil," and other other at the lathe, "vrholly dependent on

neither, " the wage-earner would be self-sufficient (55- PP« 162-16U)

.

FDR had all the above themes woven into a proposal even before

his ascent to the presidency. The squire of Hyde Park despite the

following he was destined to have among the urban masses was no

city lover. 'The lives of you city people are artificial," he

once told a newspaper woman. "You don't breed exactly the same

kind of people vxe breed in the country..." (63- pp. 275-275). That

was in 1911 when he was state Senator. T^renty years later, in a

speech to the Country Life Ccmmissicn in Ithaca, New York, Governor

Roosevelt described the condition of the urban worker as "one of

speculative living, with practically no safeguards against the

disaster of unemployment...." American ingenuity, he thought,

ought to be equal to finding a way by which that condition could

be "swapped for one of stabilized living in a real hone in the

country" (60- pp. 3li6) . He proposed the appointment of a State

Comnission on Rural Homes to be made up of distinguished men and
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women charged with finding vjays and means to establish 'Vholly

net-T mral ccranunities on good agricultural land within reasonable

distance of...new industries aimed primarily to give cash wages

on a cooperative basis during the non-agricultural season" (60-

p. 3kQ).

Clearly, the prospect of a new meeting of city and farm

promised quite material advantages . For industrialists it meant

lower production costs and escape from the unions. For farmers

it meant "a piece of the action," as we would say toda;'-, i.e.

parity xirith industrial workers. For unemployed workers it meant

subsistence and for submarginal farmers, a supplementary income

in the form of part-time factory jobs. Others saw the urban-

rural fringe in a more indicative light. They viewed it not as

an economic and social demi-world, but as a "new frontier"

offering opportunities for a nei\r civilization. Wilson was one of

these. The word "subsistence" always displeased him as signifying

"something below the level of existence" (65- p. 76). The image

in his mind was that of the Mormon villages in Utah, a model in

tune with the present demand for "a new community synthesis of..-

employment, of education, of recreation, of security" (65- p 81).

The urban-rural fringe as "new frontier" made the national

scene after Roosevelt 's election with the establishment in the

Public Works Administration of a Subsistence Homestead Division

with Wilson as its first chief. But this belongs to another

chapter in the historj'- of American land use thought.
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